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Abstract
4D-MRI is becoming increasingly important for daily guidance of thoracic and abdominal
radiotherapy. This study exploits the simultaneousmulti-slice (SMS) technique to accelerate the
acquisition of a balanced turbo field echo (bTFE) and a turbo spin echo (TSE) coronal 4D-MRI
sequence performed on 1.5 TMRI scanners. SMS single-shot bTFE andTSE sequences were
developed to acquire a stack of 52 coronal 2D images over 30 dynamics. Simultaneously excited slices
were separated by half the field of view. Slices intersectingwith the liver-lung interfacewere used as
navigator slices. For each navigator slice location, an end-exhale dynamicwas automatically identified,
and used to derive the self-sorting signal by rigidly registering the remaining dynamics. Navigator
slices were sorted into 10 amplitude bins, and the temporal relationship of simultaneously excited
slices was used to generate sorted 4D-MRIs for 12 healthy volunteers. The self-sorting signal was
validated using an in vivo peak-to-peakmotion analysis. The smoothness of the liver-lung interface
was quantified by comparing to sagittal cine images acquired directly after the SMS-4D-MRI
sequence. To ensure compatibility with theMR-linac radiotherapyworkflow, the 4D-MRIswere
transformed into 3Dmid-position (MidP) images using deformable image registration. Consistency
of the deformable vector fields was quantified in terms of the distance discordancemetric (DDM) in
the body. The SMS-4D-TSE sequencewas additionally acquired for 3 lung cancer patients to
investigate tumor visibility. SMS-4D-MRI acquisition and processing took approximately 7min. 4D-
MRI reconstructionwas possible for 26 out of 27 acquired datasets.Missing data in the sorted 4D-
MRIs varied from4%–26% for the volunteers and varied from8%–24% for the patients. Peak-to-
peak (SD) amplitudes analysis agreedwithin 1.8 (1.1)mmand 0.9 (0.4)mmbetween the sorted 4D-
MRIs and the self-sorting signals of the volunteers and patients, respectively. Liver-lung interface
smoothness was found to be in the range of 0.6–3.1mm for volunteers. The percentage ofDDMvalues
smaller than 2mmwas in the range of 85%–89%and 86%–92% for the volunteers and patients,
respectively. Lung tumorswere clearly visibility in the SMS-4D-TSE images andMidP images. Two
fast SMS-accelerated 4D-MRI sequences were developed resulting in T2/T1 or T2weighted contrast.
The SMS-4D-MRIs and derived 3DMidP-MRIs yielded anatomically plausible images and good
tumor visibility. SMS-4D-MRI is therefore a strong candidate to be used for treatment simulation and
daily guidance of thoracic and abdominalMR-guided radiotherapy.

1. Introduction

Respiratorymotion is one of themain sources of targeting uncertainty for treatments in free-breathing external
beam radiotherapy in the abdominal and thoracic regions (Keall et al 2006). Accurate tumor localization is of
high importance tomaximize the dose in the tumor andminimize the dose in organs at risk (OARs) and
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surrounding healthy tissues. For organmotionmanagement, respiratory phase resolved 4D imaging can be
performed to capture tumormotion during the respiratory cycle. To date, 4D computed tomography (4D-CT)
has beenwidely used to image patient-specific respiratorymotion (Low et al 2003, Keall 2004).

In addition to 4D-CT, 4Dmagnetic resonance imaging (4D-MRI) is under active development for treatment
MRI-simulation (MR-sim). Advantages ofMRI overCT are: (1) superior soft-tissue contrast; (2)no radiation
exposure during imaging; and (3)flexibility in selecting the imaging plane, as CT acquisition is limited to the
transverse plane (Paganelli et al 2018, Stemkens et al 2018).

Recently, integratedMR-linac systems have been introduced, enabling onlineMRI-guided radiotherapy
workflows (Olsen et al 2015, Raaymakers et al 2017). This gives the possibility to adapt the treatment daily to
facilitate highly conformal radiation treatments. In the current clinical workflowof theUnityMR-linac (Elekta
AB, Stockholm, Sweden), treatment plan adaptations can only be performed based on 3D-MRI.However,
adapting based on 4D-MRIwould be preferred since the radiation dose is delivered during free-breathing.
Recently, Paulson et al (2020) have demonstrated a 3D-based 4D-MRImethod that they incorporated in the
onlineworkflowof theUnityMR-linacHowever, theirmethod currently suffers from long reconstruction times
(10 min).

4D-MRI acquisitions can be performed usingmulti-slice 2D or 3D imaging, which are retrospectively sorted
into phase-resolved 3D volumes. Using 3D imaging, thinner slices can be acquired compared to 2D imaging.
However, 2D imaging has the advantages of contrastflexibility and the fast image reconstruction time (i.e. in the
order of seconds) (Paganelli et al 2018, Stemkens et al 2018). This fast reconstruction ismade possible by
utilizing the vendor provided reconstruction and standardDICOMcreation before the data is sorted.
Consequently, sorting is performed in the image domain by extracting an image domain self-sorting signal
(Stemkens et al 2018).

2D-based self-navigation uses changes in body surface area or an internal anatomical structure visualized
usingMR images to extract a surrogate signal for respiratory sorting from the image information itself (von
Siebenthal et al 2007, Cai et al 2011, Yang et al 2014, Celicanin et al 2015, van de Lindt et al 2018a, 2018b). Self-
navigation using the superior soft-tissue contrast provides a physiologically plausible self-sorting signal suitable
for amplitude binning. As a consequence, spatially consistent 4D-MRI reconstructions are obtained as opposed
tomore blurred reconstructions obtained using phase binning (Wink et al 2006), inwhich some phases
summarize largermotion amplitudes than others. The liver-lung interface ismost often used for abdominal and
thoracic image based self-navigation. Since themain abdominalmotion is in the craniocaudal (CC)direction, a
sagittal or coronal slice orientation is often preferred for a self-navigation approach. Of the two, the coronal slice
orientation is themost time-efficient orientation to cover the field of view (FOV) (van de Lindt et al 2018b).

Conventional self-navigatedmulti-slice 4D-MRI acquisition results in a limited FOV in the through-plane
direction, as the liver-lung interface has to be present in each slice location to be able to perform self-navigation.
We hypothesize that the FOV limitation in 2D-based 4D-MRI can be overcome by using simultaneousmulti-
slice (SMS) imaging. In SMS imaging,multiple slices are acquired synchronously using a dedicated
radiofrequency (RF) pulse, while the slices are disentangled in reconstruction using phase and/or coil encoding
(Barth et al 2016). By acquiringmultiple slices simultaneously while one of the slices, which is called the
navigator slice, is always capturing the liver-lung interface, the FOV can be extended in the through-plane
direction. The navigator slice is then used to retrospectively sort all simultaneously acquired slices into a 4D-
MRI using image based self-navigation.

While 4D-MRI is best suited to characterize the complex dynamic nature of respiratorymotion, the daily
treatment adaptationworkflowon theUnityMR-linac is not currently compatible with 4D imaging. To
overcome this obstacle, 4D-MRI can bewarped to a representative 3Dmid-position (MidP)MRI. TheMidP is
the time-weighted average anatomy state, and typically does not coincide with a true respiratory phase from the
4D-MRI (van de Lindt et al 2019). It ensures the smallest possible planning target volumemargins for treatment
planning under free breathing conditions (Wolthaus et al 2008). By determining theMidP, a high resolution
isotropic voxel-size can be achieved, overcoming the relatively coarse slice thickness of 2D imaging.

In this study, the first goal is to develop a fast SMS-4D-MRI free-breathing acquisition (∼5 min) and post-
processing (<2 min)method. The novel sequence should acquire full FOV thoracic and abdominal images on
1.5 TMRI scanners, and the post-processing should sort the 4D-MRIs and derive high resolution isotropicMidP
images. The second goal is to demonstrate that the proposed SMS-4D-MRImethod results in anatomically
plausible patient representations with tumor visibility suitable forMRI-guided radiotherapy.

2.Methods andmaterials

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of theworkflowof our SMS-4D-MRI sequence. First, the SMS 2D
datawas acquired and reconstructed on the scanner, and then it was split into navigator and non-navigator
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slices. Navigator slices were those slices that captured the liver-lung interface that were pairedwith non-
navigator slices by synchronous acquisition. Second, the navigator slices were used for deriving the self-sorting
signal and sorting the 4D-MRI. Third, gradient non-linearity (GNL) correctionwas applied, and lastly theMidP
imageswere generated. Each processing stepwas performed inMATLABR2019a (TheMathWorks, Inc., Natick,
USA). The following subsections explain each of the steps inmore detail.

2.1. Acquisition SMS-4D-MRI
2.1.1. SMS-4D-MRI sequence design
In this study, two single-shot SMS coronal 4D-MRI sequences were developed: an SMSbalanced turbofield
echo (SMS-bTFE) sequence forT2/T1 weighted contrast and an SMS turbo spin echo (SMS-TSE) sequence for
T2 weighted contrast. An interleaved slice acquisition schemewas used tomaximize the spatial distance between
consecutive acquired slices and temporal distance between slices acquired at the same location, to prevent inter-
slice cross-talk and slice saturation.

Two slices were acquired simultaneously that were separated by half the through-plane FOV, resulting in a
better reconstruction performance due to the differences in coil sensitivity (Larkman et al 2001). Furthermore,
controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration (CAIPIRINHA)was implemented by
applying phase cycling obtained by gradient phase encoding blips to get a half FOV in-plane shift of
simultaneous acquired slices (Breuer et al 2006, Borman 2019). These two features have been implemented in
the scanner software by extending the existing SMS functionality tomake it compatible with the SMS-bTFE and
SMS-TSE sequences. The two SMS slices were unfolded in the vendor provided reconstruction, which uses the
SENSE algorithm (Pruessmann et al 1999, Larkman et al 2001). SENSE exploits the spatial coil sensitivity
differences of the receive coil array to disentangle folded voxels correctly. Figure 2 shows a part of the SMS
sequences containing the slice selection gradient and themultiband (MB)RF amplitude for both acquisition
techniques.

2.1.2. SMS-4D-MRI data acquisition
Healthy volunteersThe SMS-4D-MRI data consisted of 52 coronal slices acquired over 30 dynamics for all 12
healthy volunteers (age 22–39 years, weight 55–100 kg,male:female 11:1). The FOVwas 300 (CC)×450 left-
right (LR)×234–260 anterior-posterior (AP)mm3 , and the voxel size was 2×2×4.5–5 mm3 . The slice
thickness was adapted to the anatomy of the volunteer. Directly after the SMS-4D-MRI scan, a 3 Hz sagittal cine
scanwas performed for 30 s. Further details can be found in the supplementarymaterials, available online at
stacks.iop.org/PMB/66/095014/mmedia (see scan parametersUnityMR-linac). The cine scan provided the
anatomy of the liver-lung interface in theAP direction, that was used to quantify the performance of the 4D-
MRI sortingmethod. VolunteerMRI examinations consisting of the SMS-4D-MRI sequences and the sagittal
cinewere performed on theUnityMR-linac.Written informed consent was obtained fromall healthy
volunteers.

Patients In this study, 3 lung cancer patients were scanned as part of their treatmentMR-sim on a 1.5 T
IngeniaMRI-scanner (PhilipsHealthcare, Best, TheNetherlands). The SMS-TSE 4D-MRI scanwas added to
this exam, and consisted of 52 coronal slices acquired over 30 dynamics for all 3 patients (age 49–66 years, weight
61–112 kg,male:female 2:1). The FOVwas 350 (CC)×457 (LR)×208–312 (AP)mm3 , and the voxel size was
2×2×4–6 mm3 . The slice thickness was adapted to the anatomy of the patient. Further details can be found
in the supplementarymaterials (see scan parameters Philips Ingenia). Patient 1 had a cT1cN3M0 squamous cell
lung carcinoma of the right upper lobe, patient 2 an rT0N0M1 invasive ductal breast carcinomametastasis in a
left hilar lymphnode, and patient 3 an rT0N0M1 colon adenocarcinomametastasis in the right perihilar region.
Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Using the vendor provided optimal step-size for an interleaved acquisition, a total number of 52 slices was
chosen to prevent saturation effects for the SMS-4D-MRI sequences. All SMS-4D-MRI images were acquired in
free-breathingwith arms down andwithout any vendor providedGNL correction.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of theworkflowof our novel SMS-4D-MRI sequence.
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2.2. Sorting 4D-MRI
2.2.1. Navigator slices
For sorting the 4D-MRI, the position of the liver-lung interface was used as amotion surrogate. Figure 3(a)
shows that themiddle half of the image stack intersects with the liver, andwas therefore used as navigator slices.
Moreover, this figure shows that the two simultaneous acquired slices were half an image stack apart from each
other. As a result, the FOV in the through-plane directionwas extended and images without the liver-lung
interface were sorted correctly due to their temporal relationshipwith a simultaneously acquired navigator slice.

2.2.2. Liver–lung interface localization
The scanswere performed in head-first supine position, which gave prior knowledge on the anatomy at theMR
images. This prior knowledgewas used to roughly crop out the right lung and liver in the coronal images,
resulting in an image size of approximately 24 cm (CC)×14 cm (LR). These reduced images were binarized
using k-means clustering. Two clusters (roughly corresponding to liver and lung tissue)were used for the

Figure 2. Simplified pulse diagram for (A): the simultaneousmulti-slice balanced turbo field echo (SMS-bTFE) sequence and (B):
simultaneousmulti-slice turbo spin echo (SMS-TSE) sequence. A halffield of view in-plane shift between two simultaneously
acquired slices was accomplished by gradient phase encoding blips that are shown by the green gradient lobes. The two radiofrequency
(RF) pulses with different frequencies for slice excitation resulted in themultiband (MB)RF pulse. Purple lines represent data
acquisition. Note that the green gradient lobes are not on scale.

Figure 3. (a)A sagittal cut through the liver for unsorted data of the first dynamic. The red rectangle identifies the navigator slices,
whichwere used for self-navigation. The yellow color pair exemplifies two simultaneously acquired coronal slices that were separated
by half the through-plane field of view. (b)Example navigator slice with the region of interest (ROI) for theHough transform (blue),
and template ROI (red) and searchROI (green) for rigid registration.
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SMS-bTFE acquired data. Three clusters (roughly corresponding to lung, liver, and fat tissue)were used for the
SMS-TSE acquired data. After this, a circular object detectionwas performed using the circularHough
transform (4.5�radius�8.5 cm) for localization of the liver-lung interface. For this approach, half of the
navigator dataset (i.e. the odd dynamics)was used to determine themedian liver-lung interface location for each
slice location. This locationwas set as themidpoint of a template region of interest (ROI)with a length (CC) of
60 mmand awidth (LR) of 50 mm thatwas used for the normalized cross-correlation. The ROIs can be found in
figure 3(b).

2.2.3. Rigid registration
Acquired dynamics were rigidly registered to each other using normalized cross-correlation. An additional
margin of 40 mm (CC) and 10 mm (LR)was added to the template ROI to set the searchROI for the normalized
cross-correlation, see figure 3(b). As a result, cross-correlationwas only applied to an area that was one-
twentieth the size of the original images, reducing the computation time accordingly.Withmain abdominal
motion beingCC-motion, the displacement inCCdirection between dynamics was determined. First, for each
slice location all dynamics were registered to each other, i.e. each dynamic was used once as a reference. After
outlier rejection, themost exhale dynamic was determined and used as the internal reference dynamic. Because
end-exhale is themost stable respiratory phase, it was assumed that the end-exhale positionwasmost stable
across slice locations and did not suffer frommotion artifacts and therefore had the best image quality to be used
for thefinal image registration step. Second, a final normalized cross-correlation registrationwas performed
using the selected reference dynamics, resulting inCC-shifts that had the end-exhale phase as reference. This
final registrationwas performed using images up-sampled by a factor of 2 (i.e. 0.94 mm in-plane voxel size), to
refine the registrations and therewith creating a less discretized self-sorting signal.

After thefinal registration step, the distribution of CC-shifts per slice locationwas evaluated. CC-shifts
outside the range of (25th percentile−1×IQR, 75th percentile+ 1×IQR)weremarked asmis-registrations
and corresponding slices were therefore not included in the 4D-MRI. Additionally, slice locationswith a
standard deviation (SD) ofmotion of less than half the voxel size were also excluded, as the registration results
were assumed to be essentially noise. An additional correctionwas applied to theCC-shifts per slice location to
correct for the non-uniformCC-motion of the liver across theAP direction as follows. The SDofCC-shifts per
slice locationwas determined, and themaximal SDwas chosen as reference. TheCC-shifts per slice location
were scaledwith the ratio of their SD and the reference SD. This AP non-uniformity correction normalized the
CC-motion of the liver-lung interface to a common reference location, andwas first demonstrated by van de
Lindt et al (2018b).

2.2.4. Self-sorting signal
By arranging the normalizedCC-shifts in order of acquisition time, a self-sorting signal was derived that
represented theCC-motion of the liver-lung interface at a reference slice location. Excluded registrations from
the previous steps resulted in gaps in the self-sorting signal that were interpolated using a shape-preserving
piecewise cubic spline interpolation. Gradient slopes between consecutive points in the self-sorting signal were
determined to detect outliers. If the signs of three consecutive gradient slopes alternated, an outlier was detected
and the corresponding data point wasmarked as an outlier. These rejected data points were also interpolated
using a shape-preserving piecewise cubic spline interpolation.

2.2.5. Amplitude binning
Amplitude binningwas performed on the previously derived self-sorting signal. An inclusion range of 95%of
the dataminimizing the peak-to-peak amplitudewas used to effectively reject outliermotion (vanKesteren et al
2019).Moreover, the registrations that were detected as outliers in the previous two stepswere excluded from
the amplitude binning. Amplitude binningwas chosen as it givesmore spatially consistent 4D-MRI
reconstructions compared to phase binning.However, it comes at a cost ofmissing data that has to be
interpolated (van de Lindt et al 2018b). The data was binned into 10 respiratory phases describing one complete
respiratory cycle consisting of inhalation and exhalation. By differentiating between inhalation and exhalation,
hysteresis during breathingwas taken into account. The end-exhale and end-inhale phaseswere halved in
amplitude relative to the other phases to avoid oversampling. The centers of the amplitude binswere taken as
reference point for the binning, i.e. the dynamicwith theCC-shift closest to the bin center was used for the 4D-
MRI ifmore dynamics were assigned to the same bin. Due to the temporal relationship between simultaneous
acquired slices, the non-navigator slices were also sorted and therewith the full 4D-MRIwas sorted.Missing data
in the sorted 4D-MRI dataset was reconstructed using linear interpolation of neighboring slices and amplitude
bins. Interpolation ofmissing slices was performed in an iterative fashion in case of clusters ofmissing data,
startingwith themissing slices with the largest amount of neighbors.
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2.3. GNL correction
The current generation ofMR scanners sacrifices linear gradients across the entire FOV for improvements in
gradient switching speed and due to the shorter andwider bore designs, causingGNLs up to 1 cmover the FOV
in all three principal directions. Therefore, GNL correctionwas applied to the sorted 4D-MRI dataset to obtain
geometrically accurate images (Janke et al 2004, Keesman et al 2019).

2.4.Mid-position calculation
To ensure compatibility with the current UnityMR-linac radiotherapyworkflow,MidP images were derived
from the SMS-4D-MRI as planning images. TheMidPwas calculated bywarping the 10 respiratory phases to
their time-weighted average location using deformable vector fields (DVFs) that were obtained using
deformable image registration (DIR). TheDVFswere obtained using the ‘Adaptive (Auto)’module inADMIRE
(AdvancedMedical Imaging Registration Engine)Research version 2.01 (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and by
EVolutionwith a regularization factor of 0.6 (de Senneville et al 2016). To determine theMidP images, the
approach described by van de Lindt et al (2019)was used. First, all respiratory phases were non-rigidly registered
to end-exhale. The averageDVFof those registrations describes theDVF from theMidP to the end-exhale phase.
Second, the end-exhale phase was registered to the other respiratory phases. Concatenating these twoDVFs
described theDVFs from theMidP to the individual respiratory phases. This approach can calculate theMidP
images on a high resolution isotropic voxel grid, overcoming the coarse slice thickness of 2D-based 4D-MRI.
Interpolated slices in the 4D-MRIwere included in theDVF calculation.However, the resultingwarped
interpolated slices were excluded from theMidP calculation if not all respiratory phases of that particular slice
locationwere interpolated. Otherwise, all interpolated slices were used for theMidP calculation to prevent
missing data in theMidP images. Due to the study design of upsampling the data, a binarymaskwas determined
describing the interpolated voxels, i.e. interpolated voxels had the value 1. All voxels that had a value>0.5 after
the interpolation stepwere excluded from theMidP calculation. For each voxel location in theMidP images, the
weightedmedianwas calculated using theweight distribution of the individual respiratory phases. Theseweights
were obtained by tallying the number of contributing dynamics per 4D-MRI bin. In addition to the upsampled
through-plane resolution, the orientation of the image-stack was altered to be axial, to ensure compatibility with
the radiotherapy treatment planningworkflows.

2.5. Validation
2.5.1. Self-sorting signal
Themost important component for the 4D-MRI sorting is the self-sorting signal, as it determines the binning of
the data into the 4D-MRI dataset. The self-sorting signal was evaluated by a peak-to-peak analysis of the self-
sorting signal itself and the sorted 4D-MRI datasets. For the self-sorting signal, the peak-to-peak amplitudewas
derived from the self-sorting signal normalized to the SDof the navigator slice that intersects the liver at itsmost
cranial position. For the sorted 4D-MRI datasets, templatematching between respiratory phaseswas performed.
Due to the respiratory sorting approach of selecting the slice closest to the bin center, the peak-to-peak derived
from the 4D-MRIwas compared to 90%of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the self-sorting signal.

TheAPnon-uniformity correction of theCC-shifts per slice location, whichwas used to obtain the self-
sorting signal, was validated using the cine images. By acquiring sagittal cine images directly after the scan, a
ground truth depiction of the liver-lung interface inAP directionwas acquired. AnROIwasmanually selected
for the acquired cine images to only have the liver-lung interface present. Inside the ROI, the liver–lung interface
was extracted using k-means clusteringwith three clusters. The extracted liver-lung interfaces were used to
calculate the SDof CC-shifts for each voxel location on the liver-lung interface. Also, the SDs of CC-shifts of the
navigator slices were interpolated to the cine image grid. Finally, both the calculated SD vectors of the CC-shifts
were compared using the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)metric.

Motion statistics from the self-sorting signals were extracted to characterize each respiratory pattern. The
average (SD) peak-to-peakmotion, average (SD)MidP location (relative to end-exhale), and average (SD)
respiratory periodwere analyzed. All respiratory characteristics were correlated with the liver-lung interface
smoothness using the Spearman’s Rho non-parametric test.

2.5.2. Liver-lung interface smoothness
To evaluate the temporal consistency of the sorted 4D-MRI volumes, the liver-lung interface smoothness was
evaluated in the healthy volunteer datasets. As coronal 2D slices were acquired in this study, a sagittal cut
through the sorted 4D-MRIwas used to evaluate the through-plane liver–lung interface smoothness. The sorted
4D-MRI data acquired at the same spatial location as the cine imagewas extracted for the analysis. Afterwards,
the liver-lung interface was extracted in both the subsequently acquired sagittal cine images and the sagittal cut
through the 4D-MRI. For this, k-means clustering in amanually selected ROIwas used as previously described.
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For each separate respiratory phase, the liver-lung interface of the 4D-MRIwas compared rigidly (translation
only) to all liver–lung interfaces of the cine images, using an iterative closest point algorithm. As ametric, the
RMSDwas used. The cine point cloud that resulted in the smallest RMSDwas chosen to quantify the liver-lung
interface smoothness of the sorted 4D-MRIs and theMidP images.

2.5.3. Deformable vector fields
TheMidP imageswere generated usingDVFs obtained byDIR. To check their validity, the distance discordance
metric (DDM)was used that quantified the performance of theDIR. TheDDMcalculationwas based on the
refinedmethod proposed by van de Lindt et al (2019), which hadmodified themethod of Saleh et al (2014). In
ourwork, themethod of van de Lindt et al (2019)was further refined. First, 3DDVFs from the end-exhale phase
to the end-inhale phase were determined via the eight in between phases, resulting in eight 3DDVFmaps
pointing from each end-exhale voxel grid location to the corresponding end-inhale location. Second, DVFs
from the individual phases to the end-exhale phasewere determined, whichwere averaged and therefore
described theDVF from theMidP to the end-exhale phase. As a result, the eightDVFmaps (defined on the end-
exhale phase) could be projected onto theMidP anatomy. For each voxel location, the SDof those eight points
was used asDDM.TheDDMvalueswere evaluatedwithin the body contour to quantify the reliability of the
MidP images. A comparisonwasmade between the distributions ofDDMvalues obtainedwithADMIRE and
EVolution, and betweenDDMvalues smaller than 2 mmcompared to the total DDMvalue distribution. The
2 mmcut-off was chosen, as the registration accuracy is typically desired to bewithin 2 mm for clinical
applications (Brock et al 2017).

3. Results

Image acquisition on theUnity system took 5:17 and 4:56 min for the SMS-bTFE and SMS-TSE sequences
respectively, and it took 4:44 min for the SMS-TSE sequence on theMR-sim. The average (SD) data processing
timewas 120 (2) s usingADMIRE and 78 (2) s using EVolution. Sorting and correcting the 4D-MRI took 32 s
and generating theMidP took 16 s using an Intel XeonW-2133 6-coreCPU.Calculation of theDVFs for the
MidP took 72 s using ADMIREwith aNVidia Tesla K20cGPU, and took 30 s using EVolutionwith aNVidia
TitanVGPU.

3.1. Image quality
All volunteer and patient SMS-4D-MRIs provided good visibility of abdominal organs, the lungs, and vessels
based on visual assessment (figures 4 and 5). Additionally, good tumor visibility was achieved in the acquired
patient datasets. However, smallmediastinal structures, such as the esophagus and aorta, were less clearly
visualized due to the relatively coarse slice thickness. The images acquiredwith both sequences on theUnity
system appear noisier compared to theMR-sim. For the SMS-bTFE images, a black-boundary artifact occurred
at water-fat interfaces and some cardiacmotion induced artifacts were found in slices that contained the heart.
For both acquisition techniques on theUnity system, a crescent-shaped SENSE artifact occurred for all
volunteers that wasmost pronounced in the SMS-TSE acquired data. On theMR-sim this artifact only appeared
in patient 1. For both acquisition systems, an additional artifact occurred in the SMS-TSE sequence at the liver
that resulted influctuating signal intensity. This was randomly distributed over slice locations and dynamics,
and the severity differed between volunteers and patients. These slices did not appear in theMidP images. The
MidP images had less artifacts and noise, andmore contrast compared to the individual respiratory phases.

3.2. Sorting 4D-MRI
4D sortingwas possible for 23 out of 24 acquired image datasets of the volunteers, andwas possible for all three
acquired patient datasets. For the SMS-TSE image dataset of volunteer 11, the crescent-shaped SENSE image
artifact appeared on the liver-lung interface, which hampered the rigid image registration and therefore the 4D-
MRI sorting. Consequently, this dataset was excluded from further analysis. Figure 4 shows examples of SMS-
4D-MRI images of healthy volunteers for the end-exhale phase, whichwere selected based on a good or a poor
average liver-lung interface smoothness. Note that even in the case of relatively poor overall smoothness of the
liver-lung interface, the end-exhale images look sharp in the sagittal view. The average (min–max) amount of
missing data in the sorted SMS-4D-MRIs of the volunteers was 12.8% (5.8%–25.8%) for the bTFE sequence,
and 13.0% (4.2%–23.5%) for the TSE sequence. For the patients the amount ofmissing data was in the range of
8.1%–23.8%.
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3.3. Validation
3.3.1. Self-sorting signal
For the SMS-bTFE sequence, the peak-to-peak (weighted SD)motion in the sorted 4D-MRIs of the volunteers
was between 9.4 and 32.8 (3.1–12.1)mm.Motion extracted from the corresponding self-sorting signals agreed

Figure 4. Sorted volunteer SMS-4D-MRI images acquired on the 1.5 TUnityMR-linac (end-exhale shown). Volunteers 1 and 8 had a
good average liver-lung interface smoothness, while volunteers 11 and 5 had a poor average liver-lung interface smoothness. The
green horizontal lines represent the axial slice locations. Note that the arms are partly invisible due to regional saturation technique
(REST) slabs placed outside the body contour.

Figure 5.Mid-position (MidP) images and axial end-exhale images of the SMS-4D-TSE sequence from the three patients acquired on
the 1.5 TPhilips Ingenia. The tumor is indicatedwith the red delineation and an overlay of the zoomed tumor is depicted in the green
box.
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within 1.7 (0.9)mm. For the SMS-TSE sequence, the peak-to-peak (weighted SD)motion in the sorted 4D-MRIs
of the volunteers was between 9.4 and 29.1 (3.2–10.8)mm.Motion extracted from the corresponding self-
sorting signals agreedwithin 1.8 (1.1)mm.Peak-to-peak (weighted SD)motion in the sorted 4D-MRIs of the
patients was in the range of 10.3–20.6 (3.3–5.9)mm,whichwas agreedwithin 0.9 (0.4)mmby the
corresponding self-sorting signals. A two-sidedWilcoxon signed rank test was performedwith a 5% significance
level. All differences between peak-to-peak amplitudes andweighted SDs extracted from the 4D-MRIs and the
self-sorting signals were found to be nonsignificant. All peak-to-peak amplitudes can be found infigure 6.

The average (min–max)RMSDbetween the SDs that were used for the APnon-uniformity correction of the
CC-shifts and the SDs extracted from the sagittal cine images was 1.0 (0.4–2.0)mm.Results per volunteer can be
found in the supplementarymaterials (see self-sorting signal: validation of AP non-uniformity correction).

Figure 7 shows the range of average (SD) peak-to-peakmotion, average (SD)MidP location (relative to end-
exhale), and average (SD) respiratory period of the healthy volunteers versus the liver-lung interface
smoothness. The average (SD) peak-to-peakmotionwas in the range of 9.9–36.5 (1.6–4.3)mm, the average (SD)
MidP location in the range of 4.0–16.2 (0.6–3.3)mm, and the average (SD) respiratory period duration in the
range of 2.5–8.9 (0.2–4.2) s. For the SMS-bTFE 4D-MRI reconstructions, amoderate correlationwas found for
the SDof respiratory period versus the liver-lung interface smoothness. Amoderate correlationwas also found
for the SDof peak-to-peak amplitude versus the liver-lung interface smoothness for the SMS-TSE 4D-MRI
reconstructions. For the patients, the average (SD) peak-to-peakmotionwas in the range of 11.7–20.5
(1.5–6.9)mm, the average (SD)MidP location in the range of 5.4–11.6 (1.1–3.5)mm, and the average (SD)
respiratory period in the range of 4.8-7.1 (0.9–4.0) s.

3.3.2. Liver–lung interface smoothness
The average (min–max)RMSDbetween the liver-lung interface extracted from the (volunteer) SMS-4D-MRI
and sagittal cinewas 1.3 mm (0.6–2.8 mm) for the SMS-bTFE sequence and 1.5 mm (0.8–3.1 mm) for the

Figure 6.Peak-to-peak amplitudes derived from the sorted 4D-MRIs and from the self-sorting signals. The highlightedmarkers
represent the example volunteers (V ) that were used for visualization and the patients (P).
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SMS-TSE sequence. The RMSD values of theMidP images were found to be in the range of 0.8–1.5 mm for the
SMS-bTFE data and in the range of 0.8–1.8 mm for the SMS-TSE data. Similar or even better liver-lung interface
smoothness was found for theMidP images compared to the average liver-lung interface over the respiratory
phases, except for volunteer 3. The range of RMSDvalues for the sorted 4D-MRIs andMidP images can be
found in the supplementarymaterials (see liver-lung interface smoothness). Figure 8 shows the sagittal cut-
through of the SMS-4D-MRI at the same spatial location as the acquired sagittal cine image, with the cine-
derived liver-lung interface providing the ground truth. Thisfigure shows examples of respiratory phases with
good (i.e. lowRMSD value) and bad (i.e. highRMSD value) liver-lung interface smoothness, and the liver-lung
interface smoothness of theMidP image. Better liver-lung interface smoothness was found at respiratory phases
near end-exhale, while worse liver-lung interface smoothness was found at respiratory phases near end-inhale.

3.3.3. Deformable vector fields
TheDDMwithin the body contourwas determined for ADMIRE andEVolution. The histogramofDDMvalues
can be found in figure 9. For the SMS-bTFE sequence, average (min–max)DDMvalues of 1.1 (0.0–15.2)mm
and 1.0 (0.0–20.6)mmwere found usingADMIRE and EVolution, respectively. For the SMS-TSE sequence,
average (min–max)DDMvalues of 1.1 (0.0–15.7)mmand 0.8 (0.0–8.6)mmwere found for ADMIRE and
EVolution, respectively. For the patient datasets, average (min–max)DDMvalues of 1.0 (0.0–11.1)mmand 0.8
(0.0–15.8)mmwere found for ADMIRE and EVolution, respectively. Using ADMIRE, 85.5%of theDDM
valueswere smaller than 2 mm, and using EVolution, 87.0%of theDDMvalues were smaller than 2 mm for the
SMS-bTFE dataset. For the SMS-TSE dataset, the percentages were 85.1% and 89.0% for ADMIRE and
EVolution, respectively. For the patient datasets, the percentages were 86.2% and 91.5% for ADMIRE and
EVolution, respectively.

Figure 10 shows examples of the spatial distribution ofDDMvalues�2 mm that can be found locally on the
MidP images obtainedwith EVolution. Regions of largeDDMvalues can be found in the lungs, in the heart, in
the skin, and in the epigastric region. This was at the expected locations, as cardiac and gastricmotionwere not
taken into account during image acquisition. Furthermore, largeDDMvalues in the skinwere caused either by
breathing or by banding artifacts arising from the SMS-bTFE sequence. LargeDDMvalues in the lungs were
found at locations of pulmonary arteries, which had different intensities for different respiratory phases caused
by the pulsatile blood flow.Volunteers that had a poor liver-lung interface smoothness (i.e. high RMSDvalue)
were found to have a lower registration accuracy (i.e. highDDMvalue).

Figure 7. Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficients betweenmotion characteristics and the liver-lung interface smoothness quantified
in terms of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the healthy volunteers. Not significant correlations aremarkedwith n.s.
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4.Discussion

Twonovel SMS-accelerated 4D-MRI acquisition techniqueswere developed and evaluated during this study,
namely an SMS-bTFE and an SMS-TSE sequence. The aimwas to performdata acquisitionwithin
approximately 5 min, which succeeded for both sequences. In addition, the post-processing timewas intended
to take less than 2 min, which has been achievedwith bothDIR algorithms.

For the SMS-4D-MRI acquisition, a SENSE factor of 2.5was used to fulfill the acquisition time requirement.
Effectively, this became a parallel imaging factor of 5 due to the simultaneously excitation of two slices. The
UnityMR-linac has only 8 receiver channels (two 4-channel coil arrays), which resulted in less noise reduction in
the SENSE reconstruction. The parallel imaging factor is limited by the number of receiver channels and noise
amplification occurs when the parallel imaging factor approaches the number of receiver channels (Pruessmann
et al 1999). A reduction of noise was found in the datasets acquired on theMR-sim, because thatMRI scanner
has 32 receiver channels (two 16-channel coil arrays), and therefore displayed improved reconstruction
performance. Recent work has shown the development of two 16-channel (32 receiver channels total) coil arrays
for theUnityMR-linac (Zijlema et al 2019). It is expected that thismight help in the future to improve
performance of the SMS-4D-MRI sequences on theUnity system, as was found for theMR-sim.

For the SMS-TSE sequence, the specific absorption rate (SAR) level was an additional limiting factor due to
the length of the echo-train in the single-shot acquisition. Therefore, a refocusing angle of 110°was chosen that
did not exceed the normal whole body SAR level (�2W kg−1). The normal SAR level (i.e. level 0)was taken as
maximumallowable SAR level during this sequence design, as this SMS-4D-MRI sequencewill potentially be
acquired during treatment (i.e. for 30–45 min) and should not cause patient discomfort (Grainger 2014).

Figure 8.Quantification of the liver-lung interface smoothness. The green points on the liver-lung interface show the point cloud of
the cine that was used to quantify the smoothness in terms of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD). The horizontal cyan line
corresponds to the top of the liver in themid-position image and is provided for orientation. TheRMSD inmillimeters is given in the
white boxes.
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Smaller refocusing angles would have decreased the scan time and the SAR level, but scans with smaller
refocusing angles aremore susceptible to (cardiac)motion artifacts (Madhuranthakam et al 2007, Litwiller et al
2014). In addition to the SAR limitation, the RF pulse design also introduced a limitation for data acquisition. To
excite the two slices simultaneously, the two individual RF pulses were added, which resulted in aMBRFpulse

Figure 9.Normalized distribution of distance discordancemetric (DDM) values for both acquired SMS-4D-MRI sequences in
volunteers. The vertical dotted line represents the 2 mmcut-off of the desired registration accuracy.

Figure 10.Mid-position images with on top the distance discordancemetric (DDM)maps obtainedwith EVolution. DDMvalues
larger than 2 mmare shown.
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that exceeded themaximumallowedRF amplitude. As a result, the pulse lengths were scaled resulting in
overlapping pulses of the excitation pulse and first refocusing pulse. To solve this problem, the echo-spacingwas
increased by sampling less k-space data using partial Fourier (0.64). Therefore, it is conceivable that the pulse
design of the SMS-TSE sequence can be further improved by using a smaller echo spacing and thereforemore
k-space sampling.

The image quality acquiredwith the two sequenceswas good based on our visual assessment. The black-
boundary artifact in the SMS-bTFE data occurred at water–fat interfaces due towater and fat spins thatwere out
of phase. The SENSE artifact that appeared in all acquired volunteer datasets was observed as a small local artifact
that came from the arms, which did not affect the image registration step for 23 out of 24 volunteer datasets. It is
hypothesized that themore severe appearance of the SENSE artifact in the SMS-TSE acquired datawas caused by
limitations of the SENSE-reference scan implementation on theUnityMR-linac. The crescent-shaped SENSE
artifact was only found in the image dataset of patient 1, which can be explained by themore off-center arm
position compared to the other two patients.

Recent work has shown the clinical potential for a 4D-MRI driven online radiotherapyworkflow (Paulson
et al 2020). Their data acquisitionwas performed using a 3D sequence, providingT1 orT2/T1 weighted images.
Data acquisition took 3–3.5 min, 4D-MRI reconstruction took 6.4 min, andMidP calculation took 3.7 min on a
dedicated reconstruction server for an in-plane resolution of 1.6 mmand 84 slices (interpolated from42
acquired partitions, i.e. slices in 3D acquisition) of 2.38 mmusing an in-plane FOVof 450×450 mm2. In total,
it took 13.1–13.6 min to acquire the data, sort it into a 4D-MRI, and to calculate theMidP images. In contrast, in
this study two 2D sequences were developed providingT2/T1 andT2 weighted images. Data acquisition took
4.9–5.3 min, 4D-MRI binning took 0.5 min, and theMidP calculation took 1.5 or 0.8 min usingADMIREor
EVolution, respectively. In total, it took 6.2–7.3 min to acquire the data, sort it into a 4D-MRI, and to calculate
theMidP images in this work. The fast acquisition and processing time of this work shows the potential to be a
candidate of 4D-MRI driven online radiotherapy, as it increases patient comfort (patient shorter on table) and
decreases the risk of intra-fraction baselinemotion.

Previous studies onmulti-slice 4D-MRI acquisitions developed either an interleaved acquisition of imaging-
and navigator slices (von Siebenthal et al 2007), or an SMS acquisition of both slices to acquire data for the full
FOV (Celicanin et al 2015). In both cases, the navigator slice was kept at the same spatial location for the entire
scan, which lengthens the acquisition time and causes saturation/slice cross-talk effects if neighboring slices are
acquired. In this study, the SMS technique of Celicanin et al (2015)was refined by acquiring two slices
simultaneously that were half the through-plane FOV apart and both contributed to the data acquisition. This
resulted in a time-efficient acquisition of the full FOV and avoided saturation effects.

A limitation of our 4D sorting approach is the empirical parameterization of some of its sub-components.
For example the automatic liver-lung interface localization assumes a head-first supine patient positioning to be
able to do a rough initial cropping.Moreover, the size of the searchROIwas kept constant for all navigator slices
and all volunteers and patients, while liver sizes vary between navigator slices and subjects. Especially themost
anterior andmost posterior navigator slices were challenging, as no static tissue should be present inside the
searchROI to avoid templatematching failure. The searchROI had to be small enough to prevent this, but had
to be large enough to capture enough information about the liver-lung interface for the central navigator slices.
An improvement could be to use a variable size searchROI inAPdirection. For instance, it could use
information from the circularHough transform concerning the detected radii during the liver-lung interface
localization.

A potential limitation of 4D-MRI sequences is that the 3DGNL corrections have to be applied to sorted data
(Keesman et al 2019). Therefore, an in-house 3DGNL correctionwas developed that led to a slightly smaller in-
plane FOV. This is explained by the fact that the correctionwas applied to the reconstructed images, and no
oversampled data fromoutside the FOVwas available that could be used in the correction at the periphery of
the FOV.

The validity of the self-sorting signal is crucial for ensuring the physiological plausibility of the sorted 4D-
MRI scans. Peak-to-peak (weighted SD) amplitudes were found to agreewithin 1.8 (1.1)mm,which is less than
the voxel size, although this agreementwas expected since the two signals were not truly independent. Still, this is
the best validationmethod compared to using independent navigators. Also, the APnon-uniformity correction
to normalize the self-sorting signal was found to be in excellent agreement with the correction extracted from
the cine images. An additional phantom experiment confirmed the excellent agreement between extracted self-
sorting signals and independent signals (see self-sorting signal: validation using a phantom setup). Even though
the self-sorting signal is CC-only, we are able to resolve correlated AP and LRmotion by differentiating and
sorting according to inhalation and exhalation. To validate the (in vivo) self-sorting signal with an independent
signal, an external surrogate (e.g. respiratory bellow) or an internal (e.g. 1D pencil beam)navigator signal could
be acquired.However, it is known that external surrogate signals do not have to represent internal tumor and/or
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OARsmotion, and that internal navigators add acquisition time and can cause saturation artifacts (Stemkens
et al 2018).

To ensure the quality of the sorted 4D-MRIs, the smoothness of the liver-lung interface in the through-plane
directionwas quantified for the volunteer datasets. An average RMSD range of 1.0–2.0 mmwas found. Similar
results were obtained by Paganelli et al (2015) and by van de Lindt et al (2018b), which both used a parabolafit on
top of the liver-lung interface instead of a sagittal cine image. Volunteers 11 and 5were found to have, on
average, theworst liver-lung interface smoothness. The poor liver-lung interface smoothness can be seen in the
second column infigure 8, which shows the characteristic staircase artifact in the liver-lung interface for
volunteers 11 and 5. Volunteer 11 had a large peak-to-peak amplitude (36.5 mm) and a long respiratory period
(8.9 s), which caused 40%of the data to be in the end-exhale phase, resulting in a lack of data in the other
respiratory bins. This breathing pattern is not expected based on patient studies (Suh et al 2008). For volunteer 5,
an irregular respiratory period (SDof 4.2 s) caused a poor liver-lung interface smoothness on average. Figure 7
showed the range of peak-to-peak amplitudes and respiratory periods involved in this study. The proposed
processingmethodwas able to sort the data for this wide range of values, indicating its robustness. Sorting
performance can be improved by, for example, providing breathing instructions, as good sorting performance
was found for volunteers with a regular breathing pattern. Furthermore, the scan time could be increased by
acquiringmore dynamics, or sorting can be started during data acquisition to predict the amount of dynamics
necessary for sufficient 4D-MRI sampling.

The validity of theDVFs is crucial for ensuring the physiological plausibility of theMidP images. Although
missing data of up to 26%was found in the sorted 4D-MRIs, the linear interpolation could recover image
information sufficiently and did not limit theDIR for calculating theMidP images. Figure 9 showed the
distribution ofDDMvalues found for bothDIR algorithms that were used. Despite the different underlying
registrationmethods, comparable results were found for the two algorithms. From the distributions it can be
seen that ADMIRE had similar performance for the two SMS sequenceswith different contrast, while EVolution
had a larger fraction of small DDMvalues for the SMS-TSE data. The similar performance suggests that it is
sufficient to choose theDIR algorithm that integrates best with the clinical workflow. Figure 10 showed the local
regionswith largeDDMvalues that were found using EVolution.Most of themwere found at locations of
motion (i.e. cardiac and gastrointestinalmotion) that cannot be taken into account by respiratory sorting. The
figure also showed larger regions of higherDDMvalues for volunteers 11 and 5, compared to volunteers 1 and 8.
This is in agreementwith the range of RMSDvalues found for these volunteers. A larger RMSDmeans that the
binned 4D-MRI suffered fromartifacts. By applying registrations between the respiratory phases, this will result
in largerDVFs to align the volumes to be registered and therefore a largerDDM.An averagemedianDDMvalue
of 0.9 mmwas foundwithin the body contour usingADMIREby van de Lindt et al (2019), which is comparable
to ourfindings for ADMIRE (median 0.7 mm), and they also found largeDDMvalues in regions affected by
cardiac and gastrointestinalmotion (van de Lindt et al 2019). For quality assurance during a clinical workflow,
theDDMmap could be projected onto theMidP images to ensure the quality and reliability of theDVFs and
thus the calculatedMidP images.

To ensure the clinical applicability of the proposedmethod, patient data was included in this study from
three patients with lung tumors. Previous studies byHatabu et al (1999), Yamashita et al (1999), and Bruegel et al
(2007) have shown good image quality and tumor visibility for their (breath-hold) single-shot sequence
providingT2 weighted images for different types of lung tumors, despite the blurring artifact inherent to single-
shot sequences. Thesefindings are in agreementwith the good tumor visibility found in this work using the
single-shot SMS-TSE sequence. A volunteer study on theUnityMR-linac by Eccles et al (2019) evaluated
different sequences for different anatomical sites. They found thatT2 weighted images are preferred for the
abdominal region andT1 weighted images for the thoracic region.However, the desired contrastmight vary
depending on tumor type, location, and observer. Due to the inherent contrast flexibility of 2D-based 4D-MRI,
it is expected that the SMS-4D-MRI approach can be further refined for each clinical use case.

5. Conclusion

Two fast SMS-accelerated 4D-MRI sequenceswere developed resulting inT2/T1 (bTFE) orT2 (TSE)weighted
contrast, respectively. Data acquisition and processing took approximately 7 min yielding anatomically
plausible 4D and 3DMidP representations with good tumor visibility. Thismakes SMS-4D-MRI a suitable
candidate for both treatment simulation and dailyMRI-guidance of thoracic and abdominal radiotherapy.
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